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1. LAY CHAINS OUT FLAT

4. ATTACH BOOMER FASTENERS

6. TEST DRIVE. INSPECT. RE-TIGHTEN

5. CONNECT TAILS

2. DRAPE CHAINS OVER TIRE

Lay chains out flat behind atv tire with aggressive side 
of chains facing up.  Make sure ends of cross chain 
hooks are facing up (1A). Note location of boomer 
fastener link (1B). Place rings and  boomer fasteners 
at base of tire (1C). Position tails with shackles at far 
end. Remove all twist and tangles.

Drape chains over tire in the same position. Make 
sure aggressive side of chains, and ends of cross chain 
hooks, face up and away from tire. Center chains on 
tire treads and position rings to touch the ground 
in front of the tire. Tuck rings under the tire a bit in 
preparation to roll over them. 
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4B. Pull boomer fastener 
back toward side chain 
to tighten tire chains and 
attach end to fastener 
link. Count the same 
number of links on outer 
side chain and REPEAT 
STEPS 4A-4B.

Pull both tails through 
the rings pulling upward 
and outward to tighten 
tire chains. Now your 
ready to connect tails to 
side chain using shackle.

Connect tail link to side 
chain with shackle. Count 
the number of tail links 
where you connected it. 
Count the same number 
of links on inner tail and 
REPEAT STEPS 5C-5D.

Test drive. Inspect chains. Re-tighten 
tire chains by repeating steps 4A-4D 
so chains fit snug. Make sure tails and 
boomer fasteners are secure. Attach 
extra links back to the side chain with 
heavy duty cable ties (6A).

4A. Attach inside first by 
placing end of boomer 
fastener through side 
chain link . Count links 
remaining. Boomer 
fasteners may need to 
be re-tightened after  
connecting tails in step 5.

Place tail ends with 
shackles through rings.

Let go of the right tail 
and pull the left tail 
toward the outer side 
chain until it feels snug. 
Remove shackle.
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Roll ATV forward over chains until tails with shackles 
hang downward, and side chain boomer fasteners and 
rings are easily accessible. Now you are ready to first 
attach the boomer side chain fasteners (STEP 4) and 
then connect the tails to the side chain (STEP 5).

7. ADD CHAIN ADJUSTERS

Add chain 
adjusters for 
a more secure 
fit and to 
extend the life 
of your chains.
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3. ROLL ATV FORWARD
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